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Either Or Neither Nor Not Only But Also Examples
[Books] Either Or Neither Nor Not Only But Also Examples
Yeah, reviewing a books Either Or Neither Nor Not Only But Also Examples could be credited with your near links listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, ability does not suggest that you have extraordinary points.
Comprehending as competently as treaty even more than further will offer each success. neighboring to, the proclamation as competently as
keenness of this Either Or Neither Nor Not Only But Also Examples can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Either Or Neither Nor Not
GLM Either-Or, Neither-Nor, Both-And
3 Supplementary Material KEY CHECK EXERCISE 1 1 Both Michael and Sarah got their Christmas presents 2 I can find neither my towel nor my
sunglasses
Either . . . or/Neither . . . nor - English for Everyone
Either or/Neither nor 1 The expression either or means the first one or the second one Examples: Either Jacy or Myra will help you with your children
I like my coffee either black or with cream Cassie doesn’t play either soccer or baseball 2 The expression neither nor means not the first one and not
the second one
NAME: DATE: GRAMMAR WORKSHEET EITHER (OR) / …
Neither / nor 2 either 3 either 4 nor 5 Neither 6 or 7 neither / nor 8 Neither 9 Neither 10 either 11 Neither / nor 12 either / or 13 Neither 14 or 15
either Grammar Note: (From the American Copy Editors Society) A tricky agreement problem: Neither-nor When two subjects are joined by neithernor or either-or, choosing the right
GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY …
GRAMMAR & VOCABULARY wwwaprendeinglesenleganescom EITHER/OR - NEITHER/NOR EITHER /OR used when referring to a choice between
two possibilities Examples : We can either eat now or after the show Either Tom or Henry has lost the book
Either and Neither - perfect-english-grammar.com
• Either drink is fine I like both kinds • We could go to either restaurant • Julie might buy either t-shirt We use ‘neither + a singular noun’’ to mean
‘not this one and also not that one’ when we are talking about two things of the same kind • Neither drink is fine John hates both of them • Neither …
BOTH, NEITHER and EITHER
1 both 2 neither 3 either 4 both 5 neither 6 either 7 both 8 neither Exercise 2 1 I haven't seen either of them since last week 2 She speaks neither
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Spanish nor French 3 I like neither/both of them 4 She's both intelligent and witty 5 Neither of them is married 6 I don't like
So - Neither - Either
A: I cannot swim B: Neither can I (= I can't swim either) Sometimes people respond Me Neither instead of Neither + Auxiliary + Subject though this
is very informal spoken English Person A Person B I am not hungry Neither am I / Nor am I = I'm not hungry either I'm not going to quit Neither am I
/ Nor am I = I'm not going to quit either They don't speak French
Either, Neither or Both Exercise
A Fill the gaps with both , either , either or , neither or neither nor 1 A: Do you want ice cream or apple pie? Š EITHER excludes We could go either
to the beach or to the mountains Š NEITHER for nothing I like neither heavy metal nor techno music
BBC Learning English Quiznet Both, either, neither
c) Neither of – Although this option is right, there are other correct options d) all of the above – This is the correct answer You can use a noun (the
cinema) after
Grammar Station
We use ‘either or’ to talk about choices and possibility We use ‘neither nor’ to talk about negative ideas We can put them: before verbs; You can
either eat or drink here neither nor before nouns; You can have either coffee or tea neither nor before subjects Either Jane or I will come Neither nor
Grammar Station A Fill in
Either and Neither, what is the difference?
Neither is fine with me Neither solution is good When it is subject (whether it is a determinant or a pronoun), the verb is in the singular We have two
players, but neither of them is ready for the game Neither nor: we find this formula mainly in writing, it is not normally used orally: I like neither
Either or Neither | Grammar Exercise
people or things Neither means ‘not one nor the other of two’ Can you use either and neither correctly? Test your understanding with this grammar
exercise Fill in the blanks 1 I don't like of my science teachers either neither Either could be used here 2 You don't like him, do you? I don't either
neither Either could be
AND + TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER EXERCISES
AND + TOO, SO, EITHER, NEITHER EXERCISES Directions: Complete the sentences by using too, so, either, or neitherUse the names of your
classmates and appropriate auxiliaries
Also, As Well, Either, Neither - English Grammar
4 ‘I don’t like opera’ ‘Neither do I / I don’t either’ 5 Our main need is not food, nor / or jobs It is education 6 James was not at home, and neither / nor
was Alice 7 He neither smiled nor looked at me 8 She not only sings; she also dances 9 She is not only rich; she is famous as well / too 10
Both, neither or either?
1 I haven't seen neither of them since last week 2 She speaks either Spanish nor French 3 I like either of them 4 She's either intelligent and witty 5
Both of them is married 6 I don't like both jackets 7 Either of them came to our party 8 I want to buy either bags! 3 Write five sentences with both,
neither or either of your own Then
Grammar: Using too, either, neither, so A: too and either
C You are talking to Maria Answer true sentences about yourself If possible, use So…I or Neither…I Look at these examples carefully:
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T he C or r el at ive C onj unct i on
T he C or r el at ive C onj unct i on Recognize a correlative conjunction when you see one Either or, neither nor, and not only but also are all
correlative conjunctions They connect two equal grammatical items If, for example, a noun follows either, then …
Comma Rules: Comma-Conjunction Confusion
Comma Rules: Comma-Conjunction Confusion You are probably familiar with commas, but you may not be as familiar with the term conjunctions
Conjunctions link individual words or groups of words within a sentence There are three types of conjunctions: coordinating conjunctions, correlative
conjunctions,
Either both and neither in coordinate structures
Either , both and neither in coordinate structures 1 Petra Hendriks Abstract When the elements either , both and neither occur in a coordinate
structure, they are usually analyzed as conjunctions In this paper, it is argued that these elements are better analyzed as focus particles The analysis
of these
Name Date Correlative Conjunctions
My new record was neither in its jacket nor on the turntable 5 Do you know whether Shana or her sister took the message? 6 The dinner includes
either salad or vegetable 7 Ben not only set the table but also washed the dishes 8 Either Fran will make the arrangements, or Mom will be angry 9
My sneakers are neither in the closet nor under
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